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ENGLISH 1880S OAK BARLEY TWIST CONSOLE TABLE WITH TWO FOLIAGE
CARVED DRAWERS

$6,500
An English oak console table circa 1880 with barley twist base, two foliage carved drawers and two lower shelves. Capture the
timeless elegance of English craftsmanship with this stunning oak console table from the late 19th century. Crafted circa 1880,
this exquisite piece features a rectangular top with beautifully carved edges on three sides, adding a touch of refinement to its
overall design. The facade is adorned with two drawers, each intricately carved with delicate foliage motifs. These exquisite
carvings showcase the attention to detail and artistry of the period. Large rosettes in the corners further enhance the table's

visual appeal, creating a sense of balance and sophistication. Supported by a sturdy barley twist base, the console table exudes
classic charm and showcases the skilled craftsmanship of the era.

The barley twist design adds a touch of visual interest and texture, enhancing the table's overall aesthetic. Two lower shelves
provide additional storage and display space, offering practicality without compromising on style. Petite turned feet add a
charming detail to the table's design and ensure stability. The natural patina of the oak wood further enhances the table's

character, showcasing its age and authenticity. Whether placed in a traditional entryway, a cozy living room, or a refined study,
this English oak console table is a captivating piece that combines functionality with timeless beauty. It is a testament to the

enduring appeal of classic English design and will effortlessly enhance any interior space.

Height: 39 in (99.06 cm)

Width: 47 in (119.38 cm)

Depth: 19 in (48.26 cm)

SKU: A 4543
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